
Stream your data fast, and analyse it
even quicker. Use Mixed Analytics for

LinkedIn now! 

Say goodbye to tiring data operations. With Mixed Analytics, enjoy
smoother data extraction, faster analysis, and sharper reporting for

your LinkedIn Marketing Campaigns! 

Mixed Analytics

With Mixed Analytics, sharper LinkedIn
insights are just a few clicks away

Consolidating data can be exhausting.
Multiple CSV exports and scripts to extract data from platforms like

LinkedIn can be tiring.

Effortlessly extract your data with Mixed Analytics.
Our APIs save you time, energy, and effort by streaming your

LinkedIn campaign data into Google Sheets with just a few clicks. 

Deploy it in minutes
Ready to use API
integrations

Secure
Runs through Google's
secure infrastructure

Automated
Schedule requests to run
in the background

Flexible
Custom connections to
nearly any API, including
LinkedIn.

Collaborative
Import requests and share
with others

Free 14 Day Trial
Access all paid features, like
LinkedIn’s connectors, during
the trial.

Optimise marketing
spend with customised

data analysis

Access full datasets
through LinkedIn’s

Marketing API.  Apply
customised functions

within Google Sheets for
complex situations. 

Automated
reporting 

Save time and avoid errors
with a one-time scheduled
report set-up. See Google
Sheets reports, or further
integrate them with visual
tools like Looker Studio.

Track results 
across platforms

Visualise your LinkedIn
Campaign data alongside other

marketing efforts to gain a
unified view of performance.

Explore APIs  

Get creative. Use a no-code
method to create new ways

of exploring LinkedIn
Marketing APIs for better

reporting outputs. 

“I use API Connector to create automated monitoring
tools for SEO. It opens a universe of possibilities with
a very limited and efficient toolchain. API Connector is

reliable, glitch-free, and production-ready.”

Evgeniy Orlov, SEO Team Lead

“API Connector is an amazing product that enables a
non-coder to leverage the power of APIs and integrate

seamlessly with Google Sheets. It opens up a great
deal of opportunities without the need to invest in

expensive BI or ETL tools.”

-Eric Ang, Director

“API Connector allows us to compile data from all of
our marketing channels into a single location

effortlessly. The documentation is very clear and Ana
provides extremely good customer support.”

-Brandon Wilkes, Digital Marketing Manager

Why Mixed Analytics?

Here’s how Mixed Analytics can help

Trusted by these great organizations - and
many more


